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Economic life cycle accounting plays a vital role in good government, starting with multicriteria planning to support sustainable development to transparency and assurance in
the reporting of economic impacts of investments and tax incentives. Perhaps most
importantly, economic life cycle accounting supports local economic performance
management processes for economic development, planning, and finance
professionals. A new breed of economic accounting systems creates not only the pro
forma budgets that represent the starting point for performance management - similar to
the impact statements produced by regional impact models - but also detailed
statements that inform an action plan and the measurement and reporting process.
Implementing these systems is as easy as using online apps that produce accounting
workbooks or, for organizations looking to reduce the use of spreadsheets, economic
accounting systems can be integrated with financial and planning systems.

What is economic life cycle accounting?
For any economic activity, life cycle accounting is the tracing of production back through
the supply chain and forward through the spending of income using double entry
bookkeeping, where the double entries are demand and supply instead of debits and
credits. Compared to financial accounting, which concerns itself with either demand or
supply side entries for an economic activity, economic bookkeeping is the simultaneous
accounting of demand and supply, producing a balanced system of production and
income transactions within a national, regional, or local economy.
Figure 1 illustrates the concept of economic life cycle accounting through the first two
cycles. Just like environmental life cycle assessment, economic life cycle accounting
systems produce a complete accounting of the impact of an economic activity from the
initial material inputs and intermediate goods to the final demand for the product.
Through the production life cycle back through the supply chain and forward through the
spending of income, the initial economic activity multiplies more or less depending upon
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how much of the resulting economic activity takes place in the geographic area of
interest. By keeping track of these connections, economic life cycle accounting tallies up
the total value added within an economic system that results from a single economic
activity.

Figure 1: Economic life cycle accounting illustration

Understanding and managing these system impacts that occur during the life cycle compared to just the initial impact - is critical to improving economic development
performance. In the next section, I discuss the performance management process and
the new breed of economic impact accounting systems that support this process. I finish
the article with an example of how to use these new accounting tools to manage and
report on performance.

Improving performance
Many government and private organizations operate according to a performance
management process that starts with strategic guidance, planning and budgeting, and
then measures performance as the organization implements the plan, and ends with
accountability and assurance as results are audited and reported. For economic
development, the performance management process begins with smart planning to
guide investments, incentives, and abatements. Next, pro forma economic impact
budgets are created from the plan to manage and measure actual results. Finally, these
results are audited and reported, providing not only public accountability, but
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performance management and improvement within the government departments
responsible for economic development.
Vital to improving performance is this process of preparing and managing to economic
budgets. Pro forma economic life cycle budgets represent an active performance target
to guide efforts at improving the economic performance of the regional system. Guiding
these efforts requires an action plan – a course of action derived from an understanding
of life cycle connections to improve performance and hit the budgeted numbers. That is,
economic impacts are not simply exogenous, or outside of, the control of professionals
working in government and economic development agencies. Economic development
professionals work daily to turn potential supply chain and labor connections into lasting
relationships between local companies and between companies and employees.
Improving economic performance is a managed process in which impacts and
“multipliers” are an outcome of efforts guided by an action plan.
In addition to setting targets and a course of action to improve performance,
performance management requires reporting and auditing of results. The issuance of
GASB77 gives government finance and economic development professionals the
opportunity annually to provide citizens with a balanced reporting of economic impacts
and costs related to economic development incentive programs. To do so, though,
requires economic life cycle accounting tools that integrate with the economic
development action plan. Specifically, finance professionals need tools to inform
auditing of results, with lists of key demand-supply transactions that significantly
determine economic outcomes. By auditing these key connections, government finance
professionals ground-truth the results, providing assurance that reported impacts are
more than just pro forma estimates; the results are realized with their local economic
system.
To meet these requirements for performance improvement and governance, the new
breed of economic life cycle accounting tools must include the following features:
1) local purchasing targets - rather than basing economic impact targets on past
levels of local and regional connections, new tools incorporate the ability to set
performance targets that improve on past levels;
2) round-by-round accounting – rather than focusing on the end, such as number of
jobs and the value of the “multiplier,” new tools account for the path to the end in order
to provide an action plan on how to improve performance and affect the end result, and
to provide necessary details on demand/supply connections to support audits and for
assurance purposes. This round-by-round accounting of successive supply/demand
transactions back through supply chain and forward through the spending of income
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provides the necessary detail to serve as an action plan for improving local economic
performance;
3) multi-criteria impact reporting – recognizing that economic impact criteria differ by
location and the state of the local economic system, new tools go beyond standard
impact metrics like “jobs” and the “multiplier” and link life cycle industry production with
economic system health criteria, such as resiliency, regeneration, and occupational
variety.
4) financial and geographic planning systems implementation – economic
development is one of several processes in government planning and management. To
integrate with other financial and geographic planning processes and systems, new
tools require language and capabilities, such as pro forma budgets and multi-criteria
decision analysis, that work in tandem with these other systems.
Economic development, planning, and finance professionals may be familiar with
regional impact models that produce estimates of economic life cycle impacts, often
referred to as Type 1 and Type 2 impacts and multipliers. These models are
mathematical algorithms that estimate economic impacts of policies and projects
typically before the fact. As such, these models are very similar to financial budgeting
spreadsheets, in which pro forma financial statements are prepared based on
mathematical formulas and user-defined parameter values. These regional models
produce pro forma budgets of economic impacts that result from a production or
expenditure activity, using parameter values for input use and local purchasing.
The specific purpose for which these regional impact models are designed – to analyze
investments, incentives, and expenditures of public policies, programs, and economic
development activities – supports standalone policy or economic development decisions
rather than a continuous performance management process that moves through
planning, measuring, reporting, and auditing stages. The purpose of the new breed of
economic accounting systems is to go beyond pro forma impact reporting and become
a management tool to improve performance. While still constructed around an
input/output based system that specifies production requirements for an economic
activity, the new breed of systems is designed to support professionals as they go from
planning to implementing and reporting.

Example from 2015 Wooster Economic Development Report
The purpose of this example is to illustrate how an organization can use economic life
cycle accounting tools to improve performance and do more than just report the direct
impact of an investment or incentive. For this example, I am using an economic life
cycle accounting system developed by Decision Commerce Group, and two projects
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that I considered representative of tax abatements covered by GASB77 from the 2015
City of Wooster Economic Development Report:
•

LuK USA LLC, a manufacturer of torque converters and the largest employer in
Wooster, received a tax abatement for an expansion project that will add a new
production line and result in new payroll of $1,809,600;

•

GOJO Industries, a manufacturer of hand hygiene and skin care products,
received a tax abatement for expanding operations to a vacant site in Wooster,
resulting in new payroll of $12,040,000.

After converting payroll to production output using information on payroll per output by
industry, I entered this project information in the regional impact web app published at
decisioncommerce.com. This app requires three inputs - the location, industry, and
production value - to generate a workbook that includes pro forma statements of
impacts summarized by round, industry, workforce category, and energy fuel.
Also required is the choice of local purchasing targets: 1) an upper limit based on local
capacities for each industry, or 2) an upper estimate based on simple location quotients.
Empirical research suggests that simple location quotients represent a target for
increasing local purchasing patterns compared to current patterns, while an upper limit
based on local capacities is, in effect, a target based on "buy local first" preferences.
For this example, I chose to use the more aggressive targets based on local capacity
constraints. The important consideration for choosing local purchasing targets for any
project is the level of effort that you and your team will put into influencing the life cycle
impacts of a project. Your management process, project-by-project and day-by-day,
increases local economic activity as you turn potential local connections into lasting
relationships. The more effort put into this process and the higher priority of any
particular project will determine its life cycle impact, so select a more aggressive target
for projects that your team will be focusing on.
The following figure shows the pro forma, or budgeted statement of impacts for these
two projects. For this example, value added (gross local product) increases by $192.5
million, with a local earnings impact of $68.6 million. Local energy use will increase by
885 billion Btu with energy carbon emissions increasing by 124 million tons. For
comparison, I created a pro forma impact statement using the upper estimate (simple
location quotient) method. With this method, pro forma gross local product is $145
million and resident income is $38 million. As expected, using the upper estimate
method sets lower performance targets in this case. This comparison really highlights
the potential difference that your team can make in maximizing the return on the cost of
incentives for these projects.
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Pro Forma Statement of Impacts

By tracing connections using a round-by-round approach, the economic accounting
system breaks down the end results by round and key individual demand/supply
connections. This level of reporting gives economic development professionals an
appreciation for the interconnectedness of the local, state, and rest of world economic
systems and the many local connections upon which the results depend. The following
figure shows the round-by-round results for earnings. As in this example, it is typical for
impacts to mostly be accounted for in the initial four rounds of economic activity back
through the supply chain and forward through the spending of income.
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Statement of Earnings, By Round

Also included in the pro forma workbook are impacts on local system attributes such as
resilience and regeneration, and energy use and associated emissions. These
additional pro forma statements provide a broader accounting of economic system
impacts, going beyond just standard impact metrics such as job creation and earnings
to support the multi-criteria planning functions within government. Stabilization factors,
such as resource conservation, resilience to recover from disasters, and the ability of
the economy to regenerate itself from generation to generation are also important, as
are workforce and employment attributes, such as occupational diversity. Economic life
cycle accounting tools track the impacts on these broader dimensions of economic
system health, as shown below on the resilience capacity worksheet. The local growth
in industries shown on this report expand the capacity of the local economy to recover
from disasters.
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Expanded production in industries that play resilience role in the local economy

Following is a list of the accounting statements included in the pro forma workbook
delivered by this app. The full workbook is available for download at
decisioncommerce.com/dcgabatement.html.
Listing of Reports in Pro Forma Impact Workbook
Impact Summary
Local and State Earnings Impact, By Round
Local and State Earnings Payments, By Round
Output and Employment Impacts, By Round
Local Sector Output, By Round
Output By Industry
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Gross Local Product, By Industry
Local Industry Demand
Workforce Employment, By Requirements
Industry Demand for College Workforce
Industry Demand for Self-Employed Workforce
Employment in Industries That Provide Occupational Variety
Expanded Production in Industries that Play Resilience Role
Expanded Production in Industries that Play Regeneration Role
Local Energy Use and Associated Emissions Commodity Requirements
Potential Top Local Connections

Performance improvement process
The pro forma statements represent the starting point for the performance improvement
process. The action plan consists of 1) making potential connections a reality where
local capacity exists, and 2) recruiting new capacity to serve new local demand. Both of
these efforts will raise the benefits gained from these expansion projects over levels
based on current connection patterns in the economy, thereby increasing the so-called
economic multipliers for these projects beyond what may be reported by regional impact
models that base impacts on current trade patterns.
To support making potential connections a reality, the Top Connections report (a portion
of which is shown on the next page) lists the largest industry-to-industry and industry-tolabor connections for these projects. Achieving the pro forma impacts relies on these
local-to-local connections being made between supply and demand. The action plan
consists of using this list of top connections to create work tasks for economic
development professionals to build relationships within the local economy. For labor
connections, this may require forming relationships between local training programs and
companies, while for industry the process of creating relationships may be combined
with on-going retention visitation efforts. In both cases, this added information on the
tracking of individual demand/supply connections provides valuable information for
improving the performance of the local economy.
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Statement of Top Local Connections

To support recruiting new production capacity to serve local demand, the Local Industry
Demand statement lists for each industry the increased demand, local output, and
imports linked to the economic development projects. A portion of this statement, sorted
from largest to smallest by the Expanded Imports – Combined LC column is included
below. This accounting statement supports performance improvement by identifying
industries where insufficient local capacities exist to meet the new demand. The action
plan consists of defining economic development tasks for business development
professionals to recruit startup operations or existing businesses to locate operations in
the local area, using local demand as an incentive. These efforts will result in increased
benefits over time as more local supply chain connections are established.
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Pro Forma Statement of Industry Demand

Auditing and assurance process
The new breed of economic life cycle accounting tools supports the auditing and
assurance process for reporting economic system impacts in three ways:
1. By providing a listing of top connections, auditors can investigate a sample of
these key connections to determine the likelihood that the pro forma impacts are
realized. If discrepancies are found, the life cycle difference in local production
for that industry can be determined by entering the difference into the web app
and subtracting the pro forma totals from the original totals in the workbook. For
example using Line 6 in the Top Local Connections Statement above, if GOJO
as the soap and cleaning compound manufacturer in the initial Round 0
purchases only $1.5 million in other plastics products from local manufacturers
instead of the pro forma amount of $5.35 million, the difference of 3.85 million
can be entered for the Other Plastics Product Manufacturing industry and the
pro forma results adjusted to reflect the actual purchasing amount by GOJO.
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2. By providing round-by-round details that underlie the pro forma benefits,
local economic officials can use their knowledge of the local business
community to identify where pro forma demand/supply transactions do not
match their local situation. Having this detailed information gives officials
assurance that the pro forma statements of impacts are realistic when applied to
their local area or, if not, can adjust the pro forma statements accordingly. For
example, looking at Line 3 in the Pro Forma Statement of Industry Demand
above, economic development staff may have knowledge that the only local
nonferrous metal foundry closed at the beginning of the year. Just as in the case
of the audit example above, the $4.3 million in pro forma local production can be
submitted through the web app to calculate the life cycle impact of this lost
production. The pro forma amount for the 2015 Wooster case can then be
adjusted by subtracting the life cycle impact of the closing of the foundry.
3. By providing an accounting of impacts back through the supply chain and
forward through the spending of income, the tools provide a comprehensive
reporting of impacts, compared to a partial reporting if only the direct rather than
the entire life cycle impacts are accounted for. Often only the direct impacts are
reported, as is the case in the 2015 City of Wooster Economic Development
Report. The life cycle impacts, in this case, remain hidden from decision-makers
and citizens.
This process of review and auditing assures government officials and the public that
economic impacts reported in GASB77 notes to the CAFR or in an annual sustainability
report are valid given current knowledge and review by an independent party.

Implementing economic life cycle accounting systems
Government professionals tasked with economic development functions work across
finance, planning, and economic development departments. To integrate the new breed
of economic accounting systems with the work processes that cut across these
departments requires using the language and tools of these government financial and
planning professionals. These professionals use financial accounting, geographic-based
planning systems, project management, and spreadsheets daily to perform their work
processes.
Implementing new systems can be as simple as using online economic accounting apps
to create planning and management workbooks as shown in the example in this paper.
For organizations that are moving away from working with lots of spreadsheets
scattered across the organization, implementation can include integrating an economic
accounting system with an organization's financial accounting system. This integration
has the added benefit of not only supporting the economic development performance
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management and reporting process, but also supporting tax revenue budgeting based
on local life cycle connections, and reporting the local economic contribution of
government purchasing.
A similar approach can be considered for implementing economic accounting systems
to support local planning processes. Planners use geographic information systems
(GIS) and associated modules as their primary tools of the trade. With the sustainability
initiative of the American Planning Association, these tools need to include economic
life cycle accounting to cover the economic dimension of sustainability. The simplest
implementation is to create economic multi-criteria scores for different planning
scenarios using an online app, and then manually incorporating this economic
dimension with the other dimensions of planning. The alternative is to link the economic
accounting engine to a GIS through an application programming interface (API),
effectively creating a GIS module that performs life cycle accounting within a geographic
area. This integration allows for planning professionals to get the multi-criteria
information they need about the impacts of potential site uses on the local economic
system, and do so within the software systems that they are familiar with.
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